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About This Game

Amanda is stuck in a horrifying ordeal as she and her fiancé James are confronted by a mysterious lone miner. In this intense
Hidden Object adventure, Amanda soon realizes that the haunting legend of the lone miner is connected to her family’s past in
more ways than she could ever imagine. With her brother already involved in suspicious activities, she must rely on the help of

an old friend to uncover the secrets behind the strange events unfolding around her.

Features:

A real life thriller in the American countryside

Engaging storyline with unexpected twists

Eerie immersive atmosphere

Lots of unique puzzles
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I've just started playing, and am only several levels in, but since this game is new, I felt something should be said.

Simply a REALLY fun, interesting, challenging game, especially for such a low price. I plan to revisit this review soon, but I
strongly suggest getting this game.

As interesting as the early levels are, I can only imagine the further levels are really challenging, but so much fun that even
losing (as a normal part of the process) isn't really so bad. Each level adds really clever new features.

The music in Tile Rider is absolutely TOP NOTCH. As well, it makes for some great Drive Any Track tunes, with full credit
for each wonderful song (a welcome rarity for a game soundtrack.)

For a game this price, one can hardly go wrong.. It is a fun game but i had only one problem with the game which was that all of
my data just got deleted multiple time.
Not maybe multiple times but about three times, which was a bit annoying. Especially when you were just about to complete the
game.
Otherwise its a fun game but getting your data deleted isn't that nice and doesn't neither make the game more fun.

Hope you found my review helpful.
. Issues with the shop seem to be fixed. The Dev has been incredibly responsive and generous with customer support.. funny
control scheme where u have to hold a button to the press another button to hit the ball otherwise pretty good game just doesnt
feel too fluid to play but not a bad game overall 6/10. I personally really enjoyed this game, but that's just me. If you ignore that
there isn't a lot happening at once, it can be enjoyable. Every puzzle leads to another and you feel so involved in what you're
doing and every single time they tried to scare me, they got me off guard! So If you're looking for something to spook you from
time to time to keep you on your toes, I suggest this game!. Made bad choices and died :/ Would play again to hopefully not die..
Carenado's Cessna 172N Skyhawk II is a great first-payware plane. When the 172N was being produced, customers were able to
customize the 172N's panel however they liked it. Whether basic 6-pack gauges for basic VFR flying, or full blown IFR set with
full radio and autopilot. However, Carenado decided to make this a VFR plane. Right off the bat, I will warn you that there is no
autopilot, and it has basic navigation instruments and a basic radio. This is basically one of the perfect hands-on VFR airplane.
But considering how damn stable the airplane is, with the right amount of trim, she'll fly just fine without control imputs and
without autopilot either. I haven't flown IFR yet (IRL and in FSX), so I don't know if this plane is IFR suitable, but it might just
be able to perform IFR flight, considering it has nav frequencies and a VOR\/OBS instrument.

Pros:

Beautiful model and textures

Very stable and forgiving

Wonderful for VFR flying, especially cross-country

Some features in the cockpit are movable\/clickable such as the windows, sun shades, passenger seat, baggage door, etc.

Excellent sounds

Easy to fly

Goes great with accu-feel

Wheel pants are added, and you can choose a texture that doens't have them

Haven't found any bugs with the plane yet
Cons:
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Basic gauges and radio stack

No autopilot

Can't swap radio frequencies

No heading bug on heading indicator (this drove me insane a first)

Panel night light is too bright

Flies almost too stable, and has a flying-on-rails feel to it sometimes (accu-feel can kinda fix this)

If you put the plane in a intentional spin, it will spin out of control and basically goes crazy if you hold it into a
spin too long.
Overall this is a great first-payware plane and I highly recommend it if you are the type that loves VFR hand-
flying and cross-country trips. This is also great for basic training.

I give this 172N a 9\/10. Biggest challenge in the game: Finding friends new to farming simulator to play this
game with.

"Farming simulator?♥♥♥♥ off"
"Are you joking or what?I can't tell."

Seriously how tf do you explain this game to your friends without them already laughing at the title.
10/10 would try to convince friends to play this game again though
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This one of the good game.. More maps for a overall great game.

You could get it when its on discount, though. Just a suggestion to help you save your shekels.. Just played the first 1.9 hrs of
pure bliss 10\/10
MUST PLAY

P.D.
I'm completely addicted to this game, you can play it alone or with friends and family. Waiting for new updates :v. I GET IT
OKAY?. I actually really liked this game until the last third of it. In my opinion the writing takes a significant dip at that point,
which i found sad because until then i was having a blast. The characters are all enjoyable, and the romances are surprisingly
well written. There's a section in the story that kind of feels like clue, and its at this point on the the story becomes unenjoyable
for me. It mostly has to do with how the relationships are treated, especially for amber and to a lesser extent holly, but if you're
fine with the standard erotic visual novel fanfare then you're good.

All in all the first 2/3 of the game is really good and fun to read.. Some of the aircraft are broken, buy it from aerosoft webpage.
Seems like steam do not care about their products that they sell.. why was this not in the game in the begining ?. Turba takes the
enticing idea of a Bejeweled-style game that utilizes your music library and screws it all up by incorporating features that don't
work as they should, resulting in a nearly unplayable mess. The simple task of matching three or more blocks of the same color
is complicated by "bomb" blocks, which are blocks that will cause a 3x3 set of blocks to turn gray if they aren't matched within
a certain number of beats. Adding to this problem is the brainless design decision that your board fills up with blocks with each
beat of the song. This ensures that fast songs are literally unbeatable on certain play modes, even without the addition of bomb
blocks. Worse yet, the game does not accurately detect beats, so blocks appear at completely random intervals. Finally, cheaters
have devised a way to obtain the top scores on literally every song, so forget about ranking in the top 3 on anything, no matter
how obscure it is. I've spoken with one of the devs (They have another terrible-looking game on Greenlight), and he sees
nothing wrong with the game and has no plans to support it any further. This game is a horrendous waste of money at any price..
This is a really thoughtful fun to play twin stick shooter.. Installed a Trojan. When it downloaded an certified Driver for my
NVIDA graphics cards.
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